Motortech Multipurpose Lubricant (WD) Spray (MT002) – Technical Data Sheet

Motortech WD Spray is a heavy duty water dispersant designed to displace moisture
and assist in lubricating, protecting and starting wet motors. The product is suitable to
be used on most machinery parts, heavy duty engines and hobby engines. It is fast
acting in displacing moisture from engines and motor parts and protects against
corrosion. Motortech WD Spray also stops squeaks and loosens rust parts.

Directions For Use
To enable Motortech WD Spray to penetrate engine parts quickly and efficiently
remove as much as possible of the trapped dirt, dust and other contaminants from the
surface by scraping or wiping with a rag. Repeat if necessary until surface is clean.
Shake the can for about 1 minute to ensure uniformity of contents. For lubrication
apply liberally onto the affected parts. To effect maximum penetration and corrosion
protection, apply additional coats and allow to stand for several minutes. Spray
periodically as required.

Usage
Under normal usage the Motortech WD Spray will provide up to 350 spray
applications per 400 gram can. Usage will also be dependant on the duration of the
spray.

Workability
When used to start up motors the Motortech WD Spray the actives will immediately
displace moisture from the surface. The product also contains special oils that quickly
coat the metal surface thus sealing out potential moisture and preventing corrosion.
The oils used also have lubricating properties that are very effective at silencing
ongoing squeaks.
Motortech WD Spray will displace moisture instantly from the surface and will
maintain the surface moisture resistant for at least 10 hours. For very wet conditions
and where the vehicle had traveled through puddles of water it may be necessary to
saturate the surface with Motortech WD Spray to displace water.

Pack Size
400 grams

Warning
Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrating or inhaling contents can be harmful
or fatal. Keep in a cool dry place away from sun. Do not store above 50ºC. Do not use
near fire or naked flame. Do not incinerate this can even when empty. Dispose of
empty cans thoughtfully.

Health And Safety
Keep out of reach of children. For first aid and emergency refer to Material Safety
Data Sheet or contact the Poisons Information Centre on 131126.

Propellant
Hydrocarbon

